state institutions to the private sector process productivity. And it is this history of Egypt became the always unchanged attempts arrogant so doing opens the borders and link markets International and benefit from trade foreign but of the most important factors that certificates neither extent nor are increasing imports and decreasing exports and hardware to international trade deficit and then start to collapse economic increase. This situation continued former President Hosni Mubarak, who has seen the Egyptian people in his time many of the economic crises, particularly in the last ten years of the rule of President (Weinbaum, 1985).

In 2011 the Egyptian people went on the streets of Cairo and all governorates in order to overthrow the late President Hosni Mubarak chaos everywhere increased lawlessness when the prisoners came out of prison and then spread cases of robbery, kidnapping and murder in the streets until the Egyptian army went out from the military housing to streets and protect the sons of the homeland, but this is not the happy end, but start of the Misery for the Egyptian people. Which led to the economic collapse and the worsening after the outbreak of the revolution because of the many businessmen escape f-stop activities and commercial traffic economic resulting in increased deficit in the balance of payments state and government of Egyptian and foreign to gather them aid and financial loans until the government the opportunity to have died obligations towards Egypt's people (Marshall, 2015).

**Small and Medium Organizations Sector**

The small business sector and medium-sized companies is one of the largest numbers in the world. Away from the collapse of economic systems in the world, the number of small and medium-sized companies is still increasing so because the state and private
companies have the ability to provide jobs and employment opportunities. So the motivation of many young people to open small businesses in order to provide adequate income and appointed their daily lives, but the phenomenon of SME for different reasons. Entrepreneurship is one of the reasons for that motivates of a lot of young people to open small businesses in order to achieve their goals and dreams, not only in order to achieve extra income for them. Freedom and autonomy obtained by the owner of SME is the one for them practical features unless the main objective of the operation (SAVLOVSCHI & ROBU, 2011).

Critical discussion of the issues and challenges related to the small and medium businesses in Egypt

In Egypt, there are many problems that are facing the small and medium companies in the country. However, different financial and technical aids are provided, such as the Social Fund supports small projects financially and technically, as well as the different financial systems that had been created by the coal banks for supporting the small businesses financially. These initiative shad been ranged from very limited capacity to support huge numbers of the people or the strict procedures that limit the capability of the young people to benefit from the system. There are many problems that are facing the Egyptian small and medium businesses. One of the main problems that hinder the performance of the Small and Medium Organizations in Egypt is considered to be the lack of the appropriate knowledge and skills required for the managing, expanding, and operating their businesses effectively. This problem can be tackled throughout the development of different programs that would be focus on the trail and development of the unemployed, as well as the owners of the small and medium